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	This book presents practical techniques for writing lightweight software test automation in a

	.NET environment. If you develop, test, or manage .NET software, you should find this book

	useful. Before .NET, writing test automation was often as difficult as writing the code for the

	application under test itself. With .NET, you can write lightweight, custom test automation in

	a fraction of the time it used to take. By lightweight automation, I mean small, dedicated test

	harness programs that are typically two pages of source code or less in length and take less

	than two hours to write. The emphasis of this book is on practical techniques that you can use

	immediately.





	
		This book is intended for software developers, testers, and managers who work with .NET
	
		technology. This book assumes you have a basic familiarity with .NET programming but does
	
		not make any particular assumptions about your skill level. The examples in this book have
	
		been successfully used in seminars where the audience background has ranged from beginning
	
		application programmers to advanced systems programmers. The content in this book
	
		has also been used in teaching environments where it has proven highly effective as a platform
	
		for students who are learning intermediate level .NET programming.
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A FAREWELL TO ENTROPY: Statistical Thermodynamics Based on InformationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The principal message of this book is that thermodynamics and statistical mechanics will benefit from replacing the unfortunate, misleading and mysterious term entropy with a more familiar, meaningful and appropriate term such as information, missing information or uncertainty. This replacement would facilitate the interpretation of the driving...
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET in 21 Days, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET          in 21 Days, Second Edition offers an approachalbe guide to the          latest in Microsoft .NET technologies. The author's example-packed and          accessible presentation style helped make the previous edition a success.          The book walks the reader through the .NET...
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Transactions on Engineering Technologies: World Congress on Engineering and Computer Science 2017Springer, 2018

	
		This volume contains a selection of revised and extended research articles written by prominent researchers participating in a large international conference on Advances in Engineering Technologies and Physical Science which was held in San Francisco, California, USA, October 25-27, 2017. 

	
		Topics covered include...
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Integral CalculusS. Chand & Company Ltd, 2005

	In this book, we shall be concerned with applications in relation to the determination of Plane areas, Lengths of arcs and Volumes and Surfaces of solids of revolution, Centre of gravity and Moment of Inertia....
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Practical Guide to Salesforce Communities: Building, Enhancing, and Managing an Online Community with Salesforce Community CloudApress, 2018

	
		Whether you are brand new to the world of Salesforce communities or you are looking to take your Community Cloud knowledge to the next level, this detailed guide will help you to build and manage a Salesforce community by leveraging the declarative power of the platform with clicks, not code.

	
		Each Salesforce community is...
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Diabetes: Oxidative Stress and Dietary AntioxidantsAcademic Press, 2013

	Diabetes: Oxidative Stress and Dietary Antioxidants bridges the trans-disciplinary divide among diabetologists, endocrinologists, and nutritionists in understanding and treating diabetes. The book covers, in a single volume, the science of oxidative stress in diabetes and the potentially therapeutic use of natural antioxidants in the...
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